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ARTIST SUBSTANCE

‘Artist Substance’ is a quasi-philosophical term Reeve devised 
to denote a speculative model of art’s ontological operation as a 
reciprocal relationship between ‘Art’ brought into physical existence 
and an existential capacity within a human creature that simultaneously 
becomes activated (‘ontologically carved’) through the non-verbal 
creation process. Importantly, Artist Substance, although abstract, 
affects the potential of being and hence the creative and philosophical 
possibilities of art. Reeve was not interested in justifying the term 
through argument but excited by exploring the notion through visual 
means and the figure of ‘the artist.’

The first series of works Diagrams in Honour of Artist Substance 
(exhibited at Kunsthuis SYB, Netherlands, 2017 and the ARCADE 
Gallery London, 2018) invested artistic labour into the materials of 
the back-stage production of painting (raw canvas, the apron, paint 
brushes, philosophy books). This research was developed during a 
residency at the Centre for Philosophy & Visual Arts, Kings College 

London, where Reeve studied Immanuel Kant’s moral philosophy 
under Dr John Callanan. Some Diagrams’ became performative; 
Kant Paint, Won’t Paint! explored the influence of the poet Milton on 
Kant’s philosophical idea of a good will, insisting on the value of an 
entanglement of artistic and philosophical forces not usually given 
credit in mainstream accounts. 

The term was further explored in a performance-lecture-installation 
Homage to Robert Smithson – Plasticity and the ontological form 
of Artist Substance (presented at the Annual Conference of the 
Association of Art History, 2018) where Reeve literally exposed 
‘Smithson the sculptor sculpted!’ as the artist’s major contribution to art 
history. The piece again used raw canvas and artistic tools but this time 
drew succour from philosopher Catherine Malabou’s work about the 
brain’s plasticity and Smithson’s own concern that an artist’s ‘mindings’ 
should be given as much cultural value and air space as the art objects 
they produce. 

Above: Yes We Kant! - Self Portrait, 2017 
(publicity image for exhibition at Kunsthuis SYB)

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Art WorkARTIST SUBSTANCE

Above: Diagram in Homage to Artist Substance III Reeve makes a fundamental connection between thinking 
and creating – between our spiritual and material world – and 
recontextualises the art studio into an ‘experimental laboratory for 
moral ability’. 

Agnes Winter, ‘The Craft of Thinking,’ review on SYB website, 2017

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Art WorkARTIST SUBSTANCE

Above: Will Stick, installation shot, Art and Philosophy (group exhibition), The Arcade, London, 2018

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Art WorkARTIST SUBSTANCE

Above left: Diagram in Homage to Artist Substance I, installation shot Kunsthuis SYB, 2017

Above right: Detail

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Performance DocumentationARTIST SUBSTANCE

Above: Kant Paint, Won’t Paint!, performance, Kunsthuis SYB, 2017

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Diagram in Homage to Artist Substance IVARTIST SUBSTANCE

Above: Diagram in Homage to Artist Substance IV

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Art WorkARTIST SUBSTANCE

Above left: Guardian’s Robe (exhibited at ‘Art and Philosophy’ (group 
exhibition), T he Arcade, London, 2018

Above right: detail

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Performance DocumentationARTIST SUBSTANCE

Above left: Placard used in performance
View pdf 

Above right: Homage to Robert Smithson – Plasticity and the ontological form of artist 
substance as non-site, 2017

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Reeve_Hester/OUTPUT/Placard%20smithson.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Reeve_Hester/OUTPUT/Placard%20smithson.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Performance DocumentationARTIST SUBSTANCE

Above: Homage to Robert Smithson – Plasticity and the ontological form of artist substance as non-site, 2017

View presentation
Please Note: Original projection had embedded timings and sound effects

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Reeve_Hester/OUTPUT/HRS%20PP%20as%20Video.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Reeve_Hester/OUTPUT/HRS%20PP%20as%20Video.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Research Process ARTIST SUBSTANCE

As part of Reeve’s residency at 
the Centre for Philosophy and 
Visual Arts at Kings College 
Philosophy Department (January-
October 2017), she sat in on Dr 
John Callanan’s lecture series and 
associated seminars exploring 
Immanuel Kant’s ‘Groundwork for 
the Metaphysics of Morals’ (1785). 

Kant’s philosophy proved deeply 
rewarding to study, the standard 
of teaching and exposition was 
excellent and Reeve become 
particularly motivated by the fertile 
paradoxes pointed out in the deeper 
weave of Kant’s rigorous account of 
the human creature’s innate aptitude 
for a good will in correspondence 
with an ultimately unknowable 
Moral Law. Such paradoxes, for the 
artist-reader, did not reveal faults in 
the argument but instead stood as 
testament to the philosopher’s rare 

aptitude for imaginative thought-
form and his daring in allowing 
it to stand within an otherwise 
rigorously logical account. Reeve 
felt encouraged to mirror this 
daring by inventing her own quasi-
philosophical term, artist substance, 
to denote her own developing ideas 
on art’s ontological operation in 
relationship to certain existential 
aptitudes within the human being. 
During the period of the lectures, 
Reeve made detailed study notes 
and kept a visual sketchbook.

Above: Example from Reeve’s sketchbook 
exploration

Reeve had three extended tutorials 
with Dr John Callanan in order to 
get his feedback on her developing 
understanding of Kant’s ideas and 
her own artistic ideas arising in 
relationship to these. These proved 
invaluable and ranged from Kant’s 
work to her idea of artist substance 
and Dr Callanan’s understanding of 
the artist figure and the philosopher 
figure. During this time Reeve also 
met with director of the CPVA, Dr 
Sacha Golub and the other resident 
artist, Siobhan Tatton.

Above: Example of notes made exploring the  
lectures and Reeve’s  developing exploration 
of  ‘artist substance.’

In early September Reeve 
conducted a practical making period 
as the second part of the residency 
at Kunsthuis SYB, The Netherlands. 
Here she developed new work in 
response to studying Kant and her 
term artist substance. The priority 
was for visual resonance rather 
than communication or depiction. 
The avoidance of painting itself 
was intended as a major carrier 
of meaning. Reeve produced 
intricate drawings on large stretches 
of canvas and canvas aprons which 
reference outdated modes of 
making or return the gaze of 
modernist era sculptures to make 
a direct if ambiguous demand on 
the viewer. The toilet seat became 
an important reference – earthly, 
bodily; an ironic portal. Some of 
these works were accompanied by 
‘unused’ paintbrushes (which Reeve 
termed ‘will sticks’) into which the 
artist has fastidiously hand carved 
decoration and references to the 
Garden of Eden (which Reeve used 
to symbolise the artist’s studio). 

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Research Process ARTIST SUBSTANCE

Reeve spent the first hours of every day reading Milton’s ‘Paradise Lost’ 
because Dr Callanan had mentioned that it had influence Kant’s development 
of what he termed ‘moral law’ and ‘good will’. This lead to the work, ‘Yes we 
Kant! Self Portrait’ and also gave impetus to a performance presented at the 
opening of the exhibition at Kunsthuis SYB, ‘Kant Paint, Won’t Paint!’ 

Above: Reeve reading from Milton’s ‘Paradise Lost’ in Kant Paint, Won’t Paint!

Reeve created a further 2 works for the residency exhibition in London, 
February to March 2018. These diagrams in homage to artist substance 
were now devised to make a more direct relationship to human agency (as 
garments or holdalls for artist tools and books of philosophy).

The next stage in developing this body of work linked to artist substance 
came through a close study of Robert Smithson’s writings and how much 
evocation of thinking-sculpting-being these pages contained. Reeve realised 
that Smithson’s most radical sculpting lay in his creative acknowledgment 
of processes of becoming on both a cosmic and micro scale; Smithson had 
laid himself and his thoughts open to be moulded by these forces through 
his art process, bypassing the subject-object. Reeve was also reading the 
work of Catherine Malabou on plasticity, Hegel and looking at images of 
neurotransmission in the brain. Reeve gathered these alongside quotations 
from Smithson, the philosophers and further images and terminology from 
classical mould making processes and wove these into a visual essay/power 
point. Homage to Robert Smithson – Plasticity and the ontological form of 
artist substance as non-site was projected on a vast painting canvas drape 
which contained two integral pockets – one for the book ‘Robert Smithson 
- Collected Writings’ and one for Malabou’s ‘The Future of Hegel, Plasticity,
Temporality and Dialectic.’ Reeve also performed on the canvas drape during
the projected visual essay with various placards and words created out of
mud. In some of the quotations in the visual essay, Reeve inserted the term
‘artist-substance’ (see power point in Output, p.9)

Above: Detail (Homage to Robert Smithson – Plasticity and the ontological form of artist substance 
as non-site, 2017)

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Publicity and DisseminationARTIST SUBSTANCE

A review of Reeve’s exhibition at Kunsthuis SYB ‘The 
Craft of Thinking’ by Agnes Winter was  published on the 
SYB website (this review starts with the work of Siobhan 
Tatton, the latter half is dedicated to Reeve’s work.
View pdf 

The conference programme for The Association of Art 
Historians annual conference 2017 can be viewed here 
(Reeve’s performance Homage to Robert Smithson – 
Plasticity and the ontological form of artist substance 
as non-site is highlighted on page 7 of the pdf.
View pdf

The Centre for Philosophy and Visual Arts announced Reeve’s 
residency in January 2017 on their web site and this included an 
outline of her practice and images of her work
View pdf

Kunsthuis SYB promoted Reeve’s residency and exhibition on 
their website.
View pdf

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Reeve_Hester/DISSEMINATION/The%20craft%20of%20thinking.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Reeve_Hester/DISSEMINATION/AAH%20PROGRAMME%202017.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Reeve_Hester/DISSEMINATION/The%20craft%20of%20thinking.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Reeve_Hester/DISSEMINATION/AAH%20PROGRAMME%202017.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Reeve_Hester/DISSEMINATION/CPVA%20residency%20page.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Reeve_Hester/DISSEMINATION/Kunsthuis%20SYB.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Reeve_Hester/DISSEMINATION/CPVA%20residency%20page.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Reeve_Hester/DISSEMINATION/Kunsthuis%20SYB.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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DisseminationARTIST SUBSTANCE

In the summer of 2018 Dr Sacha 
Golub, co-director of the Centre 
for Philosophy and Visual Arts, 
interviewed Reeve as part of the “In 
Conversation” series broadcast from 
their website. This video was also 
used as a teaching resource in Kings 
College Philosophy Department and 
an essay was set on Reeve’s work 
and philosophical aesthetics.

• 0.31 – Philosophy as Artistic
Practice

• 11.23 – Ymedaca and Plato’s
Academy

• 23.40 – Conceptual Personas:
HRH.the

• 33.10 – Thinking, Dialogue,
Speech

• 40.27 – Materiality

• 47.58 – Immanuel Kant and the
Residency at KCL

Above: Sacha Golub, co-director of the Centre for Philosophy and Visual Arts: Full length interview with Hester Reeve, 2018

Press play to watch

https://vimeo.com/513416477/062a913f5e
https://vimeo.com/513416477/062a913f5e
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Current and future DisseminationARTIST SUBSTANCE

As of December 2020: 
Documentation from Reeve’s work installed at Kunsthuis SYB 
are to be reproduced in an essay by Tobias Rosefeldt titled: The 
Principle of Autonomy. Kant’s Theory on Moral Normativity. This 
forms part of an upcoming academic publication exploring the 
contemporary importance of Immanuel Kant to mark 300 years 
since his birth: (working title) ‘Immanuel Kant 1724-2024 – Ein 
europäischer Denker’ edited by Volker Gerhard, Matthias Weber & 
Maja Schepelmannand to be published by DeGryuter/Oldenbourg.

Linked to this publication project, Reeve’s work is also listed in a 
compendium of contemporary artists whose work has embraced 
the philosopher or his thought. This is published on the website 
of the “Federal Institute for Culture and History of the Germans in 
Eastern Europe” within the essay “Immanuel Kant in Modern art.”

https://www.bkge.de/Projekte/Kant/matthias-weber/Matthias_ 
Weber_Immanuel_Kant_in_Werken_der_modernen_Kunst.php
Scroll down to number 4 and do not select English

Above: Logo for the project Immanuel Kant - 300 years from the website of the Federal Institute 
for Culture and History of the Germans in Eastern Europe.

https://www.bkge.de/Projekte/Kant/matthias-weber/Matthias_Weber_Immanuel_Kant_in_Werken_der_modernen_Kunst.php
https://www.bkge.de/Projekte/Kant/matthias-weber/Matthias_Weber_Immanuel_Kant_in_Werken_der_modernen_Kunst.php
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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